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I.     For writing answers: 

1.     Do not leave any answer. 

2.     If a question is repeated in the paper, students have to attempt it twice (at both places)     

3.     Sub-parts of the question paper should be attempted in order. 

4.     Question numbers should be clearly mentioned. 

5.     After every answer leave four lines. (only follow in ICSE) 

6.     Stick or attach the map just after the survey –map answers as question no.2  

7.     Attempt five questions nicely. A student can attempt one extra question by giving the heading- ‘Extra 

Question’. 

8.     Do not overwrite any word. 

9.     While writing ‘differentiate between’, do not start the sentence with ‘It’. 

10.   Highlight the geographical terms in your answers. 

11.   Unit is very important to write in the Numerical questions. (no unit no  marks) 

II.     For map work: 

1.     Do not overwrite any topic. 

2.     State/ Region- shade and name only that particular part. 

3.     Use only black pen to label the map. 

4.     No colour pencils to be used unless asked in the question paper. Shade with normal HB pencil only. 

5.     If it is asked  in the question paper to shade then only shade that particular answer. Be very  Careful  in 

reading the instructions. 

6.     Preferably name the points. 

7.     Questions related to map may be out of the syllabus of the map (prescribed  by the Council) i.e. from   

the middle of the chapters. 

(STUDENTS WILL NOTE DOWN ALL THE POINTS IN THE GEOGRAPHY NOTEBOOK) 

                                             



 
 

                                                

                    Points to Remember: 

a.     Directions of the Monsoon Winds- Show only 2-3 arrows, name the branch.    

        Make the arrows with black pen. 

b.     Standard Meridian of India- (82degree 30’ or 82 ½ degree E) 

         -It passes through Allahabad and touches the eastern boundary of Sri Lanka. 

           It should be a curve line. 

c.     Tropic of cancer should pass through eight states of India. (It should not  

         touch Narmada river) 

d.     Deccan Plateau –starts below Tapi river in triangular shape and ends just  

         below Kaveri river. Shade with orange colour pencil. 

e.     Eastern and Western Ghats –black broken lines. 

f.     Nathu –la –pass –mark half in India and half in Bhutan. 

g.     Karakoram pass –mark half in China and half in India. 

h.     Andaman Sea –label with black pen in the right side of the Andaman island. 

i.     Densely Populated areas –West Bengal/ Kerala. 

j.     Sparsely Populated areas –North Eastern States/ Leh. (Any one) 
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